End User Notes:
The "EFL" is furnished without wiring. All wiring shall be made by others. All wiring between the Actuator and the "EFL" shall be contained in Flexible or Rigid Conduit or as required by the applicable Fire and/or Electrical Codes.

Use McGill Snap-Action Switch
Catalog#: 2609-1150 SPDT

OR

Use EMB Snap-Action Switch
Series 304-9052 SPDT
20 A 125-250 VAC
1 HP 125 VAC
2 HP 250 VAC
50/60 Hz.
Power Factor: 75% --- 85%
UL Recognised Switch

Globe "EFL" Electrical Schematic

GLOBE TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
1109 W. CEDAR St.
STANDISH, MI 48658
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